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Data Quality in Content Analysis.
The Case of the Comparative Manifestos Project
Andrea Volkens & Judith Bara & Ian Budge ∗
Abstract: While textbooks offer numerous devices for enhancing and testing
the data quality of content analysis, all tools must be tailored in line with the
contexts of the text and the analytical concepts of research. This is particularly
the case in a long-term project such as ours that has continued for three decades to code election programs of all significant parliamentary parties in old
and new representative democracies since World-War II for the purpose of
measuring policy preferences of political parties. This article starts with a discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of the two basic types of quantitative
approaches – human-based and computer-based content analysis. The basic
features of our classical human-based approach for estimating parties’ policy
preferences are outlined by reference to Krippendorf’s (2006) typologies of
reliability and validity. The conclusions highlight implications of the contexts
of manifestos and the concepts applied to them for providing high quality
manifesto data across party systems and elections.
Keywords: Process-generated Data, Content Analysis, Comparative Manifesto
Project (CMP), Measurement Quality, Coding.

1. Introduction
Content analysis has a long history in political science. As an approach derived
from media research (Berelson 1952) political communication (Lazarsfeld/Berelson/Gaudet 1948), in particular political symbols (McDiarmid 1937,
Lasswell 1941) and political propaganda (Lasswell et al. 1965), were addressed. These were based on the analysis of newspapers, presidential campaigns, and presidential inaugural speeches as early as the 1940s. The cycles of
political values detected in British speeches from the throne (Namenwirth
1973, Namenwirth/Weber 1987) added further to the dissemination of this
methodological approach. With the General Inquirer (Stone et al 1966, Gerbner
et al 1969) and, later on, TextPack (Klingemann et al 1984) content analysis
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packages for computer-based analysis of all kinds of political documents had
become available by the 1960s and 1970s.
Still, content analysis did not become a dominant technique in political science until much later when the idea spread to measure policy preferences based
on the parties’ election programs. This idea dates back to the beginning of the
1970s when one of the founding fathers of our project, David Robertson, developed the idea of comparing competitive strategies of British and American
parties based on their election programs (Budge/Robertson/Hearl 1987/2008,
Robertson 1976). Another two decades went by until the idea took root. Today,
publications devoted specifically to the topic of estimating policy preferences
are quite common (Budge et al. 2001, Electoral Studies 2006, German Politics
2009, Klingemann et al. 2006, Laver 2001).
The reason for this success story in political science is that policy preferences play a major role in many normative and analytical theories of parties.
While some party theories directly touch on the contents of manifestos, there is
a host of related research questions to which election programs can provide
answers due to their specific features: (1) Election programs are either issued
by councils of elected party elites or legally ratified by party conventions.
Thus, they are authoritative statements of party preferences and represent the
whole party, not just one faction or politician (Hofferbert/Klingemann/Volkens
1995). (2) Election programs are issued at regular intervals. In all electoral
democracies programmatic changes can be observed over parties’ lifetimes. (3)
Election programs cover a wide range of concerns. Therefore, party preferences
on these issues can be measured and compared to the preferences of their competitors within party systems as well as to their sister parties across political
systems. (4) Last but not least, machine-readable versions of election programs
are nowadays available in most electoral democracies.
The following section provides a brief introduction to the basic traits of the
content analytical method and discusses the strengths and weaknesses of the
two major types of content analyses applied to election programs, namely
quantitative human-based and quantitative computer-based content analyses.
Thereafter, the features of our projects are outlined with particular reference to
the data quality of our classical approach of expert coding the programs within
the political and socio-economic contexts of the respective party systems. In
the concluding section, data quality is argued to be the main reason why a
human-based approach to measure policy preferences across countries and
across time is needed despite all past and (foreseen) future advancements in
computer-based content analysis.

2. Human-based and Computer-based Content Analysis
Many textbooks have been published to delineate the methods of content
analysis (Carmines/Zeller 1979, Früh 1981/1989, Holsti 1969, Merten 1983,
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Mochmann 1980, Neuendorf 2002, Roberts 1997, Weber 1990). In the following discussion of the merits of human- and computer-based content analysis we
mainly rely on Krippendorf’s (2006) recent and comprehensive assessment of
the types and applications of content analysis. Krippendorf provides the following definition: ‘Content analysis is a research technique for making replicable
and valid inferences from texts (or other meaningful matter) to the contexts of
their use’ (2006: 18). This definition of content analysis first and foremost
demands drawing replicable inferences because texts can be interpreted quite
differently. In ordinary life, the number of inferences to be drawn from a text
can be tantamount to the number of readers. By using content analysis as a
scientific instrument, each and every properly trained coder should come to the
same conclusion about unitising, i.e., choosing the same coding unit, and scoring, i.e., selecting the same concept for a unit.
According to Krippendorf, inferences must be drawn in the context of the
particular usage of the text: ‘Without the appropriate context, a document
means very little; a document placed in the wrong context acquires incorrect
meanings, or at least meanings that make no sense’ (Krippendorf 2006: 26-27).
In addition, inferences must also be valid. They are valid if they measure what
the analytical concepts such as policy preferences intend to investigate.
Today, political scientists tend to belong to two opposing camps. They are
either in favour of the computer-based type and despise the human-based approach or vice versa they appreciate human-based and scorn computer-based
content analysis. Advocates of computer-based analysis argue that computers
can process large amounts of texts much faster and more cheaply than humans
(Bara 2006). Most importantly, reliability in the sense of getting the same results from a particular text whenever and by whomever the method is applied is
a critical issue of human-based content analysis whereas it is a non-issue for
computer-based content analysis. Therefore, advocates of computer-based
coding reason that their approach is not fraught with qualitative judgements.
Advocates of human-based content analysis think that texts can only be understood in the cultural context, according to the political status quo and in line
with the socio-economic processes of a country. They are suspicious of formalized techniques of text analysis, whether wholly or partially computerized,
because speech-act theory shows that the intentions of speakers have important
implications and that texts have meanings which no computer can capture
(Bara/Weale/Bicquelet 2007). While human-based content analysis is accused
of being unreliable, computer-based content analysis is castigated for missing
out in semantic validity.
Krippendorf argues that such antipodal judgements are useless: ‘Ultimately
all reading of texts is qualitative, even when certain characteristics of a text are
later converted into numbers. The fact that computers process great volumes of
text in a very short time does not take away from the qualitative nature of their
algorithms…’ (Krippendorf 2006: 16). As is mostly the case, black-and-white
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pictures are inappropriate and prejudiced for several reasons. Even if no computer can understand intentions and meanings, computer-assisted coding can
help identify them. Moreover, there are quite a number of research questions
which even wholly computerized approaches can answer validly. It depends
first and foremost on the complexity of the context and the complexity of the
analytical concepts whether human-based or computer-based approaches are
more useful: ‘There is a place for the development of computer-applications for
content analyses in well-structured contexts and for simple variables’ (Krippendorf 2006: 260). Concepts that can be represented by few words or expressions can validly be approached by computer-based coding whereas complex
concepts without any fixed set of words must struggle to enhance human reliability.

3. The Comparative Manifestos Project
The Comparative Manifestos Project is a long-term co-operative endeavour
that went through different phases of group composition, substantive research,
forms of funding, and data quality control. It was set up by Ian Budge in 1979
as a working group of the European Consortium for Political Research (ECPR),
called the Manifesto Research Group (MRG), and continued as the Comparative Manifestos Project (CMP), hosted by the Social Science Research Center
Berlin (WZB) from 1989 onwards.
The British label ‘manifesto’ refers to what the rest of the world dubs ‘election program,’ i.e. a text issued by political actors on the occasion of elections
in order to raise internal and external support. The term is used for texts with an
average length of 20-80 pages published by a political party in order to compete for votes in regional, national, or supra-national level elections. The Manifesto Project employs a human-based content analytical approach relying on a
scheme for classifying policy preferences of parties at the national level of
party competition. Policy preferences are defined as the currently held attitudes
on goals, tasks, and issues about material and ideational interests.
During the first phase of project the major task was to develop a classification of policy preferences that would accommodate the whole content of national election programs comprehensively, but at the same time be parsimonious and, thus, be able to efficiently capture preferences of parties over time and
across countries (Budge 2001a, 2001b, 2002). Deductive as well as inductive
considerations (Budge 1993a, 1993b) have resulted in 56 Standard Categories
covering all relevant policy areas and an average of 98 percent of program
contents (Volkens 2001). Comparisons of programs across parties, elections,
and countries are facilitated by attributing specific issues to more general policy positions such as ‘European Integration: Positive’ and ‘European Integration: Negative’ (see Appendix 1).
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While parties can take opposite positions on some issues, there are many valence issues (Stokes 1963) such as environmental protection to which no direct
counter-position is feasible. Opposed to many theories which assume parties to
compete by taking opposite stands, the saliency theory (Budge/Farlie 1977,
Robertson 1976) argues that ‘the key difference between parties is the varying
extent to which they mention one-position issues’ (Budge 2001: 52). In case of
valence issues, the preferences of parties are captured by uni-polar policy positions such as ‘Environmental Protection: Positive’.
Electoral programs also include preferences about the polity and the politics
of the country. The term ‘polity’ refers to the institutional dimension of political systems, covering all political institutions such as electoral rules and principles of decision making as well as the organisations of interest intermediation
and governance, the term ‘politics’ refers to all processes of interest intermediation and governance. A classification scheme covering the whole content of
national election programs should also be able to code these preferences.
Therefore, some of the 56 categories also include polity and politics preferences such as positive and negative references to the constitution or the efficiency of governmental and administrative procedures.
If fitting, all sentences of a program are assigned to one of the 56 preferences. Long sentences containing more than one argument are split into socalled quasi-sentences. Because election programs differ in length, each of the
56 preferences of a party can be given as a percentage of program content by
standardizing the number of quasi-sentences of each category according to the
total number of quasi-sentences in a program.

3.1 Reliability of CMP Data
During the first phase of the project, while the classification scheme was being
developed, each group member was responsible for the data collection of his or
her own country. During this time, the reliability of the coding was ensured by
extensive group discussions.
The second phase of the project started in 1989 when the WZB provided resources for a central organisation and strict supervision of the data collection.
The CMP hired coders, usually political scientists from the countries concerned
who were native speakers of the relevant language and, therefore, able to work
on the original versions of the programs. CMP developed a three-step procedure to ensure coder reliability with (1) an English-language handbook that
specifies definitions and general rules, (2) individual responses to a CMPspecific training test given in the handbook, and (3) e-mail correspondence on
all coding questions arising from production coding (Budge et al. 2001,
Klingemann et al. 2006, Volkens 1992).
The coder training test was called a reliability test. However, it was used for
coder training and, therefore, differs in an important aspect from regular reli238

ability tests. In human-based content analysis projects, a group of coders is
usually thoroughly trained before the actual coding phase begins. The training
phase ends with a reliability test, applied to a text of average length and average difficulty, after which all coding are completed by the trained group of
coders. Such a procedure is not feasible in an ongoing comparative project:
new coders have to be hired for additional countries, some coders drop out over
the years. Therefore, the most difficult text to be found with respect to identifying coding units and preferences was chosen to trigger as many coding mistakes as possible at the first stage of training. Systematic coding errors occurring in many tests during the early years of the CMP were studied to devise
further coding rules given in a revised version of the coding handbook
(Volkens 2002a). These revisions enhanced the CMP accuracy from.72 for all
coders who had studied the first version to.82 for all coders who had studied
the second version of the handbook (Volkens 2007). Among the three ‘manifestations’ of reliability – stability, reproducibility, and accuracy – accuracy is
the strongest test. Within a range of –1.0 to +1.0, it measures the degree of
divergence between the coders’ test solution and the master copy.
The actual reliability of our data is higher because all coders received encompassing replies to their reliability test solutions in the second stage of the
training process. The more they deviated from the master copy, the more explanations were provided on how to do better in the production coding. In the
third step of training, all coders were given the opportunity to approach the
supervisor via e-mail whenever they had difficulties in interpreting a sentence
in their respective programs. The more their test coding differed from the master copy, the more they were urged to use this monitoring device during production coding by translating difficult sentences into English and suggesting
possible coding solutions. Most coders used this possibility.

3.2 Validity of CMP Data
Krippendorf’s (2006) typology distinguishes between Face, Social, and Empirical Validity, and furthermore between eight different classes of empirical
evidence. CMP Data quality tests have comprehensively been described elsewhere (Budge et al. 2001, Budge et al. 1987/2008, Klingemann et al. 2006).
The following presentation selects some tests to exemplify Krippendorf’s ten
types of validity.
Tests of CMP data validity were mostly based on left-right positions of parties derived from combinations of the 56 Standard Categories. One left-right
index out of many possibilities is computed by simple additions and subtractions of percentages of 26 categories; 13 categories are used to define the left,
13 used to define the right pole of the dimension. The left pole comprises positions of interventions into the market systems, extensions of the welfare state,
peace, disarmament and internationalism opposed to the right pole that covers
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positions of free market economy, limitations of the welfare state, traditional
morality, law and order, military strength, national autonomy, and the national
culture. With this measure, left and right pole categories are identified a priori
on theoretical grounds and calculated arithmetically. As opposed to inductive
measures this procedure renders them a time invariant yardstick.
1) Face Validity raises the question of whether the data plausibly fit political parties into changing historical contexts. Comparing left-right
‘paths’ of parties with accepted historical records is a key test of face
validity. In most countries and elections this fit is close and plausible;
Most programs pass this examination. Even the large number of parties
in many of the volatile Central and East European party systems can be
sensibly mapped, although in many of these developing party systems
the positions of the new parties are more erratic and prone to engage in
‘leap-frogging’ than in established party systems. But in old and new
democracies changes in left-right positions of parties closely fit historical records.
2) Social Validity in the sense of contributing to public debates is given by
the document collection which facilitates transparency in a classic research field of democratic theory. Validations of election programs’
content are critical assessments of their use and significance, and, thus,
contribute empirical knowledge to debates.
3) Sampling Validity of the text population in the varieties of the Sampling
Selection and the
4) Sampling Representativeness subtypes are achieved by CMP Data as
far as the data collection covers (almost) all significant parties in parliament since World-War II in most of the established democracies and
all of the new central and East European ones. The European Union as
well as the OECD can be addressed comprehensively.
5) Semantic Validity defines the degree to which the analytical constructs
arecaptured by the content analytical measures. In case of CMP Data,
the historical records of the left-right changes of the US American parties provide a notable example for the scope and range of semantic validity issues in Manifesto research: Although delegates of the American
national program conventions are selected progressively up from the
grass-roots, the national party programs shift from the left to the right
from one president to another. From Eisenhower to Nixon, Reagan, and
the two Bush presidencies, the Republicans’ programs changed along
with their presidents. The Democrats kept a steady position to the left
of Republicans until 1992 when Clinton introduced the Third Way.
Thereafter, Gore as well as Kerry contributed their own left marks.
Historians especially take an interest in the unexpected twists and turns of
events. To them, the CMP Data provide more sensitive measures of party
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changes at important political junctures than are otherwise available. Political scientists more interested in long-term party ideologies suggest a
smoothing out of the amount of variation in the data. Ironing out policy moves such as Clinton’s is also done by statistically minded political scientists
to improve ‘jagged’ time series. But it depends on the chosen analytical
concept which indicator is the most appropriate.
6) Accordingly, Functional Validity, the ‘degree to which the analytical
construct is vindicated in use’ (Krippendorf 2006: 319) is attributable to
CMP Data in several respects. Generally speaking, functional validity
of manifestos declines when analytical concepts depart from original
contexts of electoral party competition.
7) Structural Validity, which demands evidence by stable networks within
analytical constructs, as well as
8) Discriminant Validity, which seeks counter-evidence, can be tested by
sorting parties into groupings to which they theoretically and organisationally belong, i.e. the traditional party families – Communist, Socialist, Religious, Liberal, Conservative – or party groupings in the European Parliament. About two thirds of such memberships can be postdicted and are discriminated correctly with additional 15 percentages of
‘near-misses’ or ‘near-hits’.
9) Convergent Validity – do the data concur with other measures of party
positions? – has mostly been assessed by comparing programmatic leftright positions to expert surveys in which political scientists across the
world were asked to place their national parties on a left-right scale.
Manifesto left-right and expert left-right scales correlate in the order of
0.85 – 0.95. This level can be expected because expert scales correlate
highly with the traditional party family classification and, indeed, were
originally invented as a way for quantifying them (Castles/Mair 1984).
Unfortunately, expert judgements scarcely vary. The CMP Left-Right
scale uncovers more variation between party systems and, therefore,
among parties within party families.
10) Predictive Validity, defined as occurrence of anticipated observation,
can be demonstrated by comparing variations in Left-Right scores with
observed behaviour at a later point in time. With respect to programmatic changes, three groups of parties can be differentiated: the drifters
who move away from an average position for some time but return to it;
the wanderers who move randomly around their average position; and
the changers whose final equilibrium score significantly differs from
the mean. Such significant preference changes can be expected to go
along with other big changes in the party as well. This post-diction was
well confirmed for all four changers: The Austrian FPÖ changed behaviour and coalition strategy radically as did the Irish Fine Gael; Norway’s Center Party became sceptical towards market economies; The
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US Democrats after Clinton moved right on declared as well as on enacted policy. Changes on the Manifesto Left-Right scale anticipate
change in observed behaviour and policy outputs as valid and reliable
measures can be expected to do (Klingemann/Hofferbert/Budge 1994,
Laver/Budge 1992).

3.3 Applications of CMP Data
The unique strength of the MRG/CMP data is that it enables us to chart party
movements over all elections in which the parties participate (Budge et al.
2001, Klingemann et al. 2006). All indicators, whether they are drawn from
single categories or from combinations of positions, can be represented graphically (Budge 1999). In this instance, applications of the MRG/CMP data belong to the group of spatial models in which parties are located in a certain kind
of policy space.
While many research topics concerning changes in policy preferences have
developed over time, the data has been used repeatedly to address two important aspects: First, on which policy dimensions do parties compete for voters
and, second, do voters have a choice between programmatic alternatives? With
respect to the first aspect, the MRG/CMP data substantiate survey research
results (Mair 2007) on the continuing predominance of the left-right dimension
for party competition. That about half of the program content of European
parties has been continuously devoted to traditional left and right positions
adds considerable evidence to the persistent importance of the left-right dimension for programmatic party competition (Volkens 2004).
The second aspect is of particular relevance because most theories of party
development predict parties to converge at the position of the median voter
(Bell 1962, Downs 1957, Katz/Mair 1995, Kirchheimer 1966) whereas normative democratic theories require them to present programmatic alternatives for
voters to choose between. The following figure compares the mean left-right
positions of the big social democratic parties from 15 west European countries
to the mean positions of their strongest competitor parties (Volkens 2003,
2006):
A quick look at the figure suffices to show that there was no continual convergence between the two biggest competitor parties. Instead, times of convergence were followed by times of divergence. More striking than any picture of
convergence or divergence is that the two major parties of the 15 west European countries were moving in unison into the same directions. Between the
1940s and the 1970s, with the spreading of the welfare state consensus, both
competitors moved to left, between the 1980s and the end of the last century,
with the spreading of the neo-liberal ideology, both moved to the right.
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Figure 1: Left-right changes of European social democrats and their strongest
competitors
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The breadth of programmatic supplies declined somewhat in many of the
long-term democracies when the post-World War II period is compared with
the 1990s (Volkens/Klingemann 2002). But there was no long-term trend of
convergence. Rather, alternating times of convergence and divergence paint a
cyclical picture which seems to be largely independent of the number of relevant parties. Although voters were presented with meaningful choices in all 17
post-war democracies under study, programmatic offerings varied considerably
in both range and distance (Budge/McDonald 2006). Irrespective of the numbers of parties, the programmatic supply was sometimes finely graded with a
broad range of many alternatives similar to each other, whereas at others it was
sharply polarised between few programs.

3.4 Enhancing the CMP Data Quality
Although the quality of the Manifesto data has been tested frequently with
favourable results, also independently of the group (Gabel/Huber 2000, Janda
et al. 1995, Laver/Garry 2000), the validity and the reliability of our future
updates and extensions need to be enhanced for three reasons. First of all, our
data collection emerged as the only basis for time-series estimates across as
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many as 50 countries and six decades and, therefore, quickly developed into an
approach to measure the ‘true’ policy positions of parties at election times. For
estimating the ‘true’ position, numerous variations for computing indexes from
the MRG/CMP raw data have been suggested (Benoit/Laver/Mikhaylov 2007,
Brug 2001, Kaiser/Franzmann 2006, Laver/Garry 2000, Linhart/Shikano 2007,
Pappi/Shikano 2004, Pelizzo 2003, Shikano/Pappi 2004), but never been compared comprehensively. We need to know which index is most appropriate to
operationalise the different concepts applied to the Manifesto data such as
programmatic strategy, programmatic position, issue preference, left-right
position, and party ideology. Although all of these concepts are clearly related,
they all differ somewhat in their meaning.
To enhance the validity of CMP data, regular quantitative and qualitative
cross-validations with other indicators of party preferences and regular pre- and
post-coding interviews of the coders are required for distinguishing strategic
deviations from underlying long-term party ideologies. In other words, we need
to know more about when and under which conditions parties take up strategic
programmatic positions instead of ‘sincere’ ones. Existent cross-validations of
programmatic left-right positions and left-right placements by experts hint at
two distinctive patterns: extreme left-wing, and, to a lesser degree, extreme
right-wing parties fish for voters to the left and right of the political center; in
times of party system changes parties scan around for voters (Volkens 2007).
Second, coder reliability, the weak point of all human-based content analysis, is always in need of enhancement via additional rounds of coder training,
further entrance tests, and strict supervision. Two test texts of average difficulty for two ‘reliability tests proper’ (Krippendorf 2006) can be selected to
calculate Krippendorf’s α-coefficients for unitizing and scoring.
Third, coding errors can be estimated by raising the number of coders. CMP
usually employed only one coder for each document. Two coders for each text
allows for a differentiation between the ‘true’ strategic position and the random
coding error based on the assumption that two scores for multiple objects ‘resemble’ multiple scores for a single distribution (Rothman 2007). To tackle
systematic coding errors a third expert can be hired to compare the solutions of
the two coders, in particular in case of major deviations between the two coders. Such triangulations can also feed into an improved coding handbook.

4. Conclusion
Since the instigation of our project, consolidated datasets have been released
about every five years after major book publications. The document collection
has been made publicly available at the GESIS-ZA Zentralarchiv für Empirische Sozialforschung (Bruno.Hopp@gesis.org); all currently available
content analytical data are published on two CD-ROMs appended to our two
latest books (Budge et al. 2001, Klingemann et al. 2006). The MRG/CMP data
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collection covers about 3,000 election programs from 780 different parties in
more than 50 countries in relation to 525 competitive elections between 1945
and 2003. In 2003, the project received the Dataset Award of the American
Political Science Association as ‘an undertaking that is exceptional in each of
the (se) respects’ for which the award was established, namely ‘to encourage
the development of high-quality datasets that contribute to the shared base of
empirical knowledge in comparative politics, to acknowledge the work that
goes into their preparation, and to recognize data sets that have made important
contributions to the field of comparative politics’ (APSA 2003: 1).
Our classical approach of content analysing election programs provides the
only estimates for parties’ policy preferences across 50 countries and six decades (Budge/Bara 2001, Volkens 2002b). The reasons for this monopoly are
the contextual features of elections programs. The contexts of manifestos are
systems of party competition, all of which differ to some degree in their status
quo in policies, polities, and politics. Therefore, the issues addressed in the
election programs in different countries vary. Across time, election programs
are moving targets because new issues come up. These two features impinge
upon the possibilities of validly applying content analytical techniques. While
dictionaries and algorithms may have been appropriate for estimating left-right
positions taken in recent elections, they cannot capture a new issue such as the
global financial crisis. In our classical approach, broad comparative concepts
cover cross-country and cross-time variations in attitudes about ideas, goals,
values, positions, and issues of the ongoing political debate.
Krippendorf (2006) predicts a dire future of computerised content analysis
as a mere aid to human-based approaches in all cases of complex contexts and
concepts. We are more optimistic due to an integrated view in which computerbased content analysis aids human-based content analysis in dealing with problems of reliability and, vice versa, classical context-sensitive content analysis
aids computer-based content analysis in tackling problems of semantic validity.
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Appendix 1:
The MRG/CMP Standard Classification Scheme
Domain 1: External Relations
101
Foreign Special Relationships: positive
102
Foreign Special Relationships: negative
103
Anti-Imperialism: positive
104
Military: positive
105
Military: negative
106
Peace: positive
107
Internationalism: positive
108
European Integration: positive
109
Internationalism: negative
110
European Integration: negative
Domain 2: Freedom and Democracy
201
Freedom and Human Rights: positive
202
Democracy: positive
203
Constitutionalism: positive
204
Constitutionalism: negative
Domain 3: Political System
301
Decentralisation: positive
302
Centralisation: positive
303
Governmental and Administrative Efficiency: positive
304
Political Corruption: negative
305
Political Authority: positive
Domain 4: Economy
401
Free Enterprise: positive
402
Incentives: positive
403
Market Regulation: positive
404
Economic Planning: positive
405
Corporatism: positive
406
Protectionism: positive
407
Protectionism: negative
408
Economic Goals
409
Keynesian Demand Management: positive
410
Productivity: positive
411
Technology and Infrastructure: positive
412
Controlled Economy: positive
413
Nationalisation: positive
250

414
415
416

Economic Orthodoxy: positive
Marxist Analysis: positive
Anti-Growth Economy: positive

Domain 5: Welfare and Quality of Life
501
Environmental Protection: positive
502
Culture: positive
503
Social Justice: positive
504
Welfare State Expansion
505
Welfare State Limitation
506
Education Expansion
507
Education Limitation
Domain 6: Fabric of Society
601
National Way of Life: positive
602
National Way of Life: negative
603
Traditional Morality: positive
604
Traditional Morality: negative
605
Law and Order: positive
606
Social Harmony: positive
607
Multiculturalism: positive
608
Multiculturalism: negative
Domain 7: Social Groups
701
Labour Groups: positive
702
Labour Groups: negative
703
Agriculture: positive
704
Middle Class and Professional Groups: positive
705
Minority Groups: positive
706
Non-Economic Demographic Groups: positive
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